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Abstract. More and more pieces of hardware are being connected to the Internet every day. Technologies such as Bluetooth or Wi-FI make this evolution even faster. To make these equipments cooperate and communicate with each other several paradigms such as mobile codes, mobile agents and remote procedure calls are particularly well adapted. These paradigms enable to execute a code that is either coming from somewhere over the network, or that is local but managed remotely. Security is then one of the main concerns that has to be dealt with. We believe that smart cards, and more precisely Java Cards can help to cope with this challenge. This is a position paper where we present the first results obtained on a Java Card based platform that we have set up for experimentation purpose. These experiments raise many questions we are currently working on.
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Introduction



One of the reasons for setting up a grid [1,2] or for connecting computing resources together is to allow people or companies to use computing units provided by third parties. The problem is that the user has to trust the owner of the computing resource where her code will be executed. Even though some security can be provided at the software level, nothing can prevent malicious operations that could result from physical access to the computation unit: confidential data can be eavesdropped, calculation can be disrupted and results can be tampered with. We believe that the use of smart cards [3] can make it possible to cope with these problems. The physical protection that they offer ensures that it will be infeasible, in a reasonable amount of time, to understand what is stored inside them and what occurs internally. This is not the case with more standard processors. Moreover it is now acknowledged that the ever increasing computing power of smart cards should allow to achieve some effective calculation [4] even though it is clear that high performance cannot be expected. Therefore we are setting up a grid or cluster of Java Cards to experiment on these security problems. This is the topic of this paper. We believe that our work will enable to define a general approach to provide secure computing on third party hardware. ?



?? ??? †



Java and all Java-based marks are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun microsystems, Inc. in the United States and other countries. The authors are independent of Sun microsystems, Inc. University of Sfax, ENIS LaBRI and ITSEF of SERMA Technologies. This work is partly achieved in the framework of a doctoral grant from the french ministry of research and SERMA Technologies.



The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short overview of related projects. In section 3 we present the JavaCard Grid project [5,6]. Then in section 4 we describe the first demonstration implemented on a small cluster of Java Cards. Next we explain the choices we have made to bypass the problems encountered to set up the demonstration. This will help in the process of designing a bigger cluster of Java Cards and implementing a programming framework on top of it. In section 6 we present the benchmarks that we have run on our demonstration Java Card grid. The last section is dedicated to a work in progress and we describe an additional application that will take advantage of the security features of our framework.
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Related work



Frameworks such as JiniCard [7], Jason [8] or OrbCard [9] have been developed to communicate in transparent and secure ways with the services offered by smart cards. Although these frameworks do not directly consider distributed computing with smart cards as their target paradigm, it is still possible to use them to achieve this goal. However they miss features that are useful in the context of distributed applications, such as asynchronous method invocation [10,11] that is especially required when slow computing resources like smart cards are used. More formal approaches to protect mobile codes executed on untrusted runtime environments have been developed. For instance, there is an original solution based on an extension of function hiding using error correcting codes [12]. These solutions, although supported by strong foundations, seem to be difficult to use in practice because of the assumptions they make on the applications.
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The JavaCard Grid project



Based on the multi-applicative feature of the Java Card technology [13,14] and on our experience in both this technology and distributed computing, we believe that it is possible to set up a cluster of smart cards and to provide a software framework for developing and managing secure applications on this cluster. We understand a software framework as the APIs for the developer and the tools for the end-user or the administrator. This framework will be based on some pre-existing system developed for distributed computing such as RMI [15], JavaParty [16], JiniCard [7], Jason [8], OrbCard [9] or Mandala [17]. Mandala is a general framework that has been developed in our team, to support distributed computing. It provides a RMI-like abstraction. Mandala offers features that we believe are useful in the context of this work such as the active container [18] concept it is based on, or the asynchronism it provides for remote method invocation [19]. The hardware platform that we are targeting is presented Fig. 1. The smart cards all together make up some sort of grid or more precisely of cluster. They are powered by the smart card readers themselves. These USB readers are chained together and connected to a certain number of hosts which will be used to manage them.
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The Demonstration



We have built a prototype platform and developed a demonstration application to validate the feasibility of our project before developing a real size platform and the associated
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Fig. 1. A solution for computing with Java Cards



framework. In this section, we give a detailed description of the Mandelbrot demonstration application. We do so because we then use it both to elaborate on the challenges encountered to set up our platform and to run benchmarks. 4.1



Overview



Our demonstration application computes the Mandelbrot set using the DJFractal project [20]. DJFractal is yet another fractal generator which uses Mandala [19] to distribute the computation over a set of CPUs ranging from workstations to Java Cards. DJFractal uses several entities in order to achieve the computation. First, it defines a fractal data, f d, as a rectangular subregion f d = (x, y, width, height) of the whole area to be computed – with some additional information. Next, it defines a fractal computer as an object able to deliver a fractal result from a given fractal data. The initial area is split in several fractal data (see section 4.3) that must be given to one of the possibly many fractal computers1 . For this purpose, a scheduler is used to decide which fractal computer must compute the next fractal data. Hence, the scheduler must know the whole set of available fractal computers. This is achieved using a collection of fractal computers in the sense of the package java.util.Collection2 . In order to increase performance, we concurrently compute several fractal data. Based on the Mandala framework that allows any public method of any object to be asynchron1 2



Though not required, there usually exists only one fractal computer per host. We may have used the java.util.Set which better represents the mathematical notion of set (collection with no duplicate element), but this imposes many constraints such as the impossibility to use a java.util.ArrayList as a set.



ously and remotely invoked, DJFractal uses asynchronous method invocation on both local fractal computers and remote ones. 4.2



Prerequisite: Mandelbrot Set Definition



We consider the complex plane P, where ∀(x, y) ∈ R2 , P (x, y) ∈ P ≡ z = x + yi, z ∈ C For a given z ∈ C, we consider the sequence M (z): ( z0 = z, M (z) = zn+1 = zn2 + z



n∈N



(1)



The Mandelbrot set is the set of z ∈ C for which |M (z)| remains bounded. It can be proven that for any given z for which |z| ≤ 2, if it exists a count n such that in M (z), |zn | ≥ 2 then |M (z)| → ∞ and z is outside the Mandelbrot set. It may seem that this criterion is not too valuable, as it only works when |z| ≤ 2. However, it is known that the entire Mandelbrot set lies inside the disk centered at the origin and of radius 2, so these are the only z-values we need to consider. 4.3



The Algorithm



The method used by DJFractal is inspired by the algorithm described by Peter Alfeld [21]. This algorithm computes (and of course draws) the interesting structure of the Mandelbrot set as soon as possible. Informally the interesting structure is the set of points lying at the border of the Mandelbrot set. For every point P of the complex plane, DJFractal must determine if it lies inside the Mandelbrot set or not. For this purpose, the algorithm computes the count n of the point in M (z). Note that if z is in the Mandelbrot set, it means that no count has been found for which |zn | ≥ 2. So a bailout, B ∈ N is defined at the beginning of the computation so that if |zB | < 2 we assume that z is in the Mandelbrot set. So the count(z) function is defined as: ( n, if ∀i < n, |zi | < 2 and zn ≥ 2 count(z) = B, if ∀i ≤ B, |zi | < 2 In order to draw the set, we assign to each pixel P (x, y) ≡ z = x + yi in the complex plane a color color(z) which depends on count(z). In particular, if count(z) = B, then color(z) is set to black. For the computation of a given fractal data f d, i.e. a rectangular set of pixels, the algorithm distinguishes two cases depending on its area size(f d): – if size(f d) > S, where S is a constant known before the computation, then f d is split into four new fractal data. The interest order of each region must then be determined using their discrepancy value, δ, defined as follow: δ(f d) = max(Kf d ) − min(Kf d ) Kf d = {count(ltf d ), count(lbf d ), count(rtf d ), count(rbf d )}



where ltf d , lbf d , rtf d and rbf d respectively stand for the left-top, left-bottom, right-top and right-bottom corner of the fractal data f d. As an example, consider a computation where B = 100, and a fractal data where the corner counts, K is equal to: Kf d = {10, 65, 78, 100}. Then δ(f d) = 100 − 10 = 90. The fact that the discrepancy is so high suggests that the fractal data contains a significant structure. After the computation of δ(f d), each pixel of the f d region is given a color c(f d): c(f d) = color(average(Kf d )) and the subregion is drawn on the screen. – else, size(f d) ≤ S, and each pixel z of the region is sequentially assigned its color color(z); The algorithm always takes fractal data from the top of the the highest discrepancies stack – there is one stack per discrepancy value –, queries the scheduler to work out which fractal computer these data must be sent to, and depending on the fractal data size, asynchronously invokes (and remotely if the fractal computer is remote) the method discrepancy() or calculateAll() as illustrated Fig. 2. It starts with the whole region on the stack. Doing so the algorithm always refines a fractal data with the highest currently represented discrepancy. Fractal data with low, e.g., zero, discrepancies, for example those in the interior of the Mandelbrot set, are left till the end.



Fig. 2. An illustration of the algorithm used in DJFractal.



If t is the number of instructions necessary to compute one iteration of M (z), then since count(z) ≤ B, the complexity for a fractal data is: C(f d) ≤ t.B.size(f d)



(2)



4.4



The scheduler



The DJFractal application can use various types of schedulers to take advantage of the underlying hardware/software infrastructure. The complete description of this framework and the detailed description of the various schedulers available is out of the scope of this paper. Therefore we will only briefly describe the scheduler used for the benchmarks presented in section 6. The algorithm we use to compute the Mandelbrot set is designed so that it is possible to perform the computations in parallel and to use several computers. To take advantage of this possibility, we need a scheduler that chooses, for each task to achieve, the best suited computer. Of course, we used Java Cards for the particular case of this demonstration3 and all these processing units had the same performances. However, we did not rely on this assumption of homogeneous performances since we can use heterogeneous Java Cards. Our scheduler has to choose a processing unit for each computation to perform. It is dedicated to the computation of the Mandelbrot set and we do not plan to reuse it in another context. The main characteristics of the algorithm used to compute the Mandelbrot set are the unpredictable irregularity of the computation and the fact that work is generated by previous work. Two types of operations are involved in the calculus of the Mandelbrot set: discrepancy() and calculateAll(). As seen in section 4.3, discrepancy() requires the computation of three points and generates four new computations to perform later. calculateAll(), however, requires the computation of much more points, that is all the points of the corresponding area. This is a first source of irregularity. Moreover, the amount of computation needed to compute the value of one point is totally unpredictable. Therefore we decided to implement a simple scheduler based on fifo lengths: each fractal computer has an associated fifo where its pending requests are stored. From the hypothesis that a fractal computer which is more efficient than others or which was submitted easier computations will have a smaller amount of pending requests than others, we submit the current computation to the fractal computer with the smallest number of pending requests. We used this scheduler in the benchmarks presented in section 6. It significantly improved the performances of the overall computation compared to round robin scheduling. The main advantage of this solution is that it only relies on the size of the pending queues to choose among the fractal computers. It is also its main drawback. When all the fractal computers have the same amount of pending requests, no differences appear and the scheduling falls down to round robin. If, during a given period of time, all the fractal computers are involved in a computation, then, during that period, the scheduler will send future computations to the fractal computers with smaller pending queues. After a certain amount of time, all the pending queues will have the same size. We call t the interval of time between that instant and the instant some fractal computer terminates its current computation and reduces the length of its queue. During t, the scheduler submits the future computations in a round robin way. Suppose that one of the fractal computers is significantly slower than the others. Then during this interval t, it will get the same number of computations to perform as the others even if it exhibits poor performances. This fractal computer can perform slower because it uses slower hardware or because of the complexity of its pending computations that may be significantly harder to compute than the one submitted to the others. The poor performances of Java Cards led to the multiplication of the time intervals where all the computers are busy, i.e. all pending queues have the same length, and led us to reconsider our scheduler. 3



The framework we use is not specific to Java Cards.



We introduced the notion of bounded pending queues. We decide on a maximum size for the pending queues. When all the fractal computers have their pending queues full we just stop submitting jobs. That way, we avoid performing round robin scheduling. When some fractal computer reduces the size of its pending queue, we submit unsubmitted tasks still relying on the lengths of the pending queues. Another interesting characteristic of this algorithm is the starvation issue. At the end of the computation, some fractal computers may be idle while some are performing computations and have non-empty pending queues. In that case it would be interesting to consider the pending requests for resubmission to the idle fractal computers. The algorithm we use to compute the Mandelbrot set may exhibit starvation issues4 . Since work is generated by work, there may be situations where there is no more task to perform before some discrepancy() has been computed. Several fractal computers are idle while others have non empty pending queues and idle fractal computers have to wait till new computations are generated. The bounded scheduler limits this problem but it is not sufficient and we are currently working on this issue. 4.5



Technical Platform



The hardware of our demonstration platform is made up of 2 PCs, 9 USB CCID readers, 2 USB hubs with 7 slots and 9 Java Cards. We are in the process of deploying additional hardware.



Fig. 3. The Java Card grid.



The PCs run on a Linux environment. Our framework is Java-based therefore we use JPC/SC [22], a JNI-wrapper for PC/SC to control the readers and the deployment of the applications (cf. Fig. 4). PC/SC [23] is a standard which provides a high level API to communicate with smart card readers. We chose JPC/SC rather than OCF [24] because it is very easy to use and we have deep knowledge of PC/SC since we contribute to the development of the pcsc-lite project [25]. Moreover OCF is not maintained any more and cannot handle as many readers as PC/SC. A solution based on OCF, PC/SC and a bridge 4



This case trivially appears at the beginning since only one area exist and it leads to the creation of four new areas to compute.



from OCF to PC/SC would make it possible to handle as many kinds of readers as PC/SC but we did not want to add an overhead by using additional software layers. Each PC/SC
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Fig. 4. The software framework



compatible reader comes with a pluggable driver used to communicate with the PC/SC middleware (cf. Fig. 5). Using only PC/SC compatible readers makes it possible to use
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Fig. 5. The PC/SC solution



readers of different suppliers without deep knowledge of the underlying specific protocols. For the purpose of our demonstration application, we implemented Java Card applets able to compute discrepancy() and calculateAll() for a given fractal data. On the host computer, a proxy is implemented that translates incoming calls to fractal computers into APDUs5 to the target applet.
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Challenges



5.1



Solved challenges



To set up this demonstration we have solved a number of challenges: 5



APDU is the elementary message to communicate with smart cards at the application level.



– since the type double is not available in Java Card, we have implemented a class Double. There are many traps to implement such a library. For instance the call stack and the memory are limited and the objects allocated persist during all the life of the card. – some readers use proprietary closed drivers and thus we decided to only consider readers with open source drivers to cope with implementation problems. We only use CCID readers because this standard allows various CCID [26] readers from different manufacturers to be supported by the same driver. – we have added new features to pcsc-lite: – the support of 255 readers at the same time; – a new improved management of the requests sent by the clients to the readers that enables to make the calls in parallel; – the support of the new version of the pcsc-lite driver interface; – some security controls such as verifying that only the thread owning a PC/SC context can release it. 5.2



Remaining challenges



We have identified the following challenges that we will have to cope with in order to achieve secure computing on our cluster of Java Cards: – The memory size of Java Cards. To handle this constraint we could for instance cipher and store the intermediate results in a standard (unsecure) memory with large capacity and fast access. We could also use a virtual memory distributed over a number of dedicated smart cards, what would make it possible to keep the data secret, but we still would have to cipher the data to transfer them securely through the insecure channels between the cards. – Insecure channels. The communication has to be ciphered between the clients and the grid of smart cards, and between the smart cards within the grid itself. We have begun to set up such a framework. – Execution model. To be efficient, our framework has to offer asynchronism and an active mode of operation allowing a smart card to behave as a server or as a client. We are working on a method to call code on a card from the host and from another smart card. – Heterogeneity and deployment of applications. To be usable our framework has to be transparent, to manage the heterogeneity of the hardware (smart cards, readers and hosts), and to provide fault-tolerance mechanisms. It is also necessary to manage the deployment, the termination and the mapping of the pieces of code over the cards.
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Benchmarks



We have run our demonstration several hours, each time using 9 cards from a different manufacturer. We have also run it on a mixed set6 of cards. Fig. 6 is a screen shot of what is displayed when the demonstration is running. Due to a bug in the Double7 library, there are some erroneous points in the figure but it is not very important for the benchmarks since the bug is present for all the cards. 6 7



3 GemXpresso Pro R3 E32PK, 2 JCOP31bio, 2 GemXpresso Pro R3 E64PK and 2 SmartC@fé Expert This bug is related to the Java Card implementation of the FractalComputer interface. DJFractal has also a bug-free implementation which uses raw double or java.math.BigDecimal which is not available on Java Cards



Fig. 6. Screen shot of the Mandelbrot Fractal computing over the cards.



The resulting measures are shown in table 1. The initial fractal data is a 200x200 pixels area defined by its top-left and bottom-right corners in the complex plane (−3, −2); (1, 2). The parameters are B = 20, S = 100 and the scheduler used is the one described section 4.4. Model Execution time (min) 9 Java Card onto Fujitsu mb94r215b (FRAM) 122 9 GemXpresso Pro R3 E32PK 202 9 JCOP31bio 253 9 GemXpresso Pro R3 E64PK 376 9 SmartC@fé Expert 389 Mixed 344 Table 1. Benchmark without secure channel.



Fig. 7 shows some tests of scalability. Since we do not have a sequential version of the algorithm available, the comparison is to the time of our parallel algorithm running on one single Java Card. The shape of the curve is not surprising (although when using 6 cards we could expect better performance – there was certainly a problem that we did not see at the end of the computation, e.g. a dead card): the speed up is initially very good, and it reaches a threshold when the number of cards is increasing and then begins to decrease. Although we did not yet measure the overhead due to our framework we performed some tests with a secure channel and the overhead is negligible. Indeed computing a DES on the chips that we have tested is approximately 100µs because it uses a hardware cryptoprocessor. Considering that the secure channel consists in a 3DES for all the APDU com-
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Fig. 7. Tests without secure channel.



mands (from the reader to the card) and that the number of messages is limited, then the overhead should be very small. Of course this is clearly not high performance computing but the feature we are focusing on is security, not speed. In addition the results presented here do not mean that the slowest cards should not be used: they may be more secure. Indeed the speed often decreases while the security increases. The good results of the Fujitsu chip is mainly due to the 32 bits architecture and the technology of the non-volatile memory (NVM), the FRAM being faster regarding write operations than EEPROM. According to an analysis of our applet provided by Giesecke&Devrient our code mainly tests the memory access to the NVM. These benchmarks have thus confirmed that using cards based on EEPROM NVM should be avoided. Indeed this kind of memory supports only 105 write cycles whereas the FRAM suppports a minimum of 1012 write cycles. In the future we will as far as possible use Java Cards with memory based on FRAM or Flash.
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Work on progress demonstration application



We are currently working on an additional application that will take advantage of the security features of our framework. The aim of this application is to show how we can ensure the confidentiality of both the data and the code, each being the property of two separate entities that do not trust each other. The first entity is the FBI that is willing to analyze the passengers files for Air France flights. Of course, the FBI does not want its analysis algorithm to be known by Air France. The second entity is Air France that is willing to cooperate, but does not want (and this has recently be enforced by the EEC) personal confidential data about its passengers to be delivered to any external organization. To deal with these constraints we are implementing an application on our platform (in fact a first basic prototype is already working). First, we distribute the passengers file over a set of Java Cards. Each passenger has been given a key that makes it possible for Air France to identify it and that is used by



external entities, making it possible to hide the effective names of the passengers. Each card is provided with a light API - supposedly developed by Air France - so that another applet loaded on the card can access the non confidential part of the passengers data. Second, the code of the FBI is also distributed over the cards and uses the API provided by Air France to analyze the passengers file. When a given criteria is met, the FBI application comes back with a key that represent the suspicious passenger. It can then get back to Air France and ask for more information about this given passenger, information that Air France is then free to provide or not.
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Conclusion



To implement the demonstrations presented in this paper we had to cope with a number of challenges. By doing so we gained experience on secure computing over a grid of Java Cards. We believe that we will be able to apply this experience to a bigger platform. We furthermore think that this first step will make it possible to securely handle any piece of equipment that can be connected to a network and that provides Java Card-like hardware level security.
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